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Abstract.: In this paper, we have worked on fuzzy vertex coloring and
fuzzy edge coloring for neighbourly irregular chemical graphGNIC and
its complement graph̃GNIC . Also derived line graphsL(GNIC) of neigh-
bourly irregular chemical graph and line graph of complement neigh-
bourly irregular chemical graph(L(G̃NIC)). Using fuzzy edge coloring,
we have find chromatic index forξ(GNIFC), irregular chromatic index
ξir(GNIFC) also forξirL(GNIFC) andξirL(G̃NIFC). We have given
the required propositions with the required examples for each. And we
fund strength of theξL(GNIFC) = (N, W ), and the colors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a graphG = (V,X), whereV represents the vertex set andX represents the edge set.
Then the chemical graph isGC = (A,B) whereA represents atoms andB represents bond
set, in the molecular structure of molecules named as chemical graph. Among the mole-
cules in the periodic table the molecular structure ofS block andp block elements forms
neighbourly irregular chemical graphs(GNIC). Nenad Trinajstic [6] introduced the concept
of chemical graph theory, S.K Ayyasamy et al [5] introduced the concept of neighbourly
irregular graphs. J. Arokia Aruldoss et all [4] introduced Negibourly irregular chemical
graph and irregular chromatic number for line graph of the same S.Anajalmose et all [1]
introduced the idea of Neighbourly irregular fuzzy chemical graphs. Arindam Dey [2] et
all introduced the concept of edge coloring of complement fuzzy graph. In this paper,
we discuss the chromatic index and the strength ofGNIFC , G̃NIFC and their line graphs
L(GNIFC) and its complement graphL(G̃NIFC).
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2. PRELIMINARIES

Definition 2.1. [3] The molecular structure of a chemical graph corresponding elements
of atoms having different valency in its adjacent atoms is said to be a neighborly irregular
chemical graphs(GNIC). Such thatGNIC = (A,B), whereA-atoms,B-bonds

Example 2.2.

FIGURE 1. Dinitrogen Pentaxide (N2O5)

FIGURE 2. GNIC of Dinitrogen Pentaxide

Definition 2.3. [1] LetG = (V, σ, µ) be a connected fuzzy chemical graph. ThenG is said
to be Neighborly irregular fuzzy chemical graph if any two adjacent vertices ofG have
distinct degrees with corresponding membership values(GNIFC).

Example 2.4.

From the below figured(u1) = 0.6, d(u2) = 0.4, d(u3) = 1.1, d(u4) =
1.0, d(u5) = 1.2, d(u6) = 0, d(u7) = 0.3
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FIGURE 3. GNIFC of N2O5

Note: Color codes are assigned using number of colors and number of times used in the
path between two vertices

Definition 2.5. [4] LetG be a neighborly irregular chemical graph,V the vertex set ofG
and let{1, 2, . . . , k} be the colors assigned to each vertex. A coloring is proper in a NIC
graph is the functionC : V → {1, 2, . . . , k} such thatc(x) 6= c(y), for any two adjacent
verticesx, y ∈ V .

Definition 2.6. [4] An irregular coloring of a graph is no two like colored vertices have
the same color code. Such that every pair of verticesv andw, color codes ofv not equal
to color codes ofw [c(v) 6= c(w)]. Wheneverc(v) = c(w). Thus, an irregular coloring
varies each vertex from each other vertex either by its color or color codes.

Definition 2.7. [4] The irregular chromatic numberχir(GNIC) is the smallest positive
integerk for whichGNIC has an irregulark-coloring. Denoted byχir(GNIC) = k.

Note:χir(GNIC) ≥ χ(GNIC).

Example 2.8.

FIGURE 4. χir(GNIC) = 3

Definition 2.9. [4] A neighborly irregular coloring ofGNIC is every two adjacent vertices
having distinct colorsχNI(GNIC) = k.
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Note: For any graphG,GNI or GNIC coloring defines the same,

Example 2.10.

FIGURE 5. χNI(GNIC) = 4

3. FUZZY COLORING

Combination of two distinct colors gives an another color, but mixing white color with
different colors reduce the solitity (stability) of the color. Here solubility is a fuzzy term.
i.e.,w units of a colorCr is mixed with1− w of white color, wherew < 1. The resultant
is called a fuzzy colorCk andCr is called the basic color.

Definition 3.1. In a fuzzy coloring, basic colors are the minimum number of color used to
respective graphG. HereC = {c1, c2, · · ·, ck}
Definition 3.2. [7] LetC = {c1, c2, . . . , cn}, n ≥ 1 be the set of basic colors. Then(c, f)
is called the set of fuzzy colors, heref : C → [0, 1] with f(ci), wheref(ci) = 1 − w, w
is the unit of colorci. The colorc̃i = (ci, f(ci)) is called the fuzzy color, corresponding to
the basic colorci. The membership value is taken as 1.

While coloring neighborly irregular fuzzy chemical graph(GNIFC), the fuzzy color
depends upon its adjacent vertices with strong edges and weak edges.

Definition 3.3. let ξ = (V, σ, γ) be a connected fuzzy graph andC = {c1, c2, · · ·, ck} set
of basic colors. The two edges are given two different basic colors, if they are adjacent.
Otherwise their fuzzy colors may be given with same basic colors. The membership value
for each edge is assigned asfej (ci) = γ(v,w)

σ(v)∧σ(w) , fej(Ci) is the membership value
whereσ(v) andσ(w) are the membership values of verticesv andw respectively,σ(v)∧

σ(w) is minimum value ofσ(v) andσ(w). Alsoγ(v, w) is the membership value of the edge
ej .
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Example 3.4.

FIGURE 6. Basic Colors are{G = 0.0, R = 0.6, Y = 0.9}

FIGURE 7. GNIFC of Dinitrogen Pentaxide (N2O5)

4. CHROMATIC INDEX OF NEIGHBORLY IRREGULAR FUZZY CHEMICAL GRAPHS

Definition 4.1. The chromatic index of the given neighbourly irregular fuzzy chemical
graph isGNIFC = (N, W ). WhereN the number of base colors used to color a graph

andW =
N∑

j=1

{maxi fei(cj)}, where the base colorcj is used to color the edgeei.

Note: The weight of the chromatic index of neighbourly irregular fuzzy chemical graph
is depending upon the decision makers of a particular graph. Here the decision makers
mean the membership value assigned by the concern.

Definition 4.2. Let GNIC = (V, X) be a graph. TheñGNIC is the complement graph
which has the setV as its points and two points are adjacent iñGNIC if and only if they
are not inGNIC .

Example 4.3.
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FIGURE 8. Aluminum Hydroxide(Al(OH)3)

FIGURE 9. Complement of Aluminum Hydroxide(Al(OH)3)

Definition 4.4. Let GNIFC = (V, σ, γ) be a neighborly irregular fuzzy chemical graph.
The complement graph̃GNIFC is the graph which has the setV as its vertices and two
vertices are adjacent iñGNIFC if and only if they are not adjacent inGNIFC . It is denoted
by G̃NIFC = (V, σ, γ) with sameσ(ui) andγ(x, y) depends.

Definition 4.5. L(GNIC) is the line graph of any neighborly irregular chemical graph
(GNIC) is such that every vertex ofL(GNIC) represents an edge ofGNIC . Two vertices
of L(GNIC) are adjacent if and only if their corresponding edges are incident inGNIC .

Example 4.6.

Definition 4.7. A neighborly irregular chemical graph(GNIC) is called a bi graph ifV
can be partitioned into two distinct subsetsV1 andV2 such that every edge ofGNIC joints
a vertex ofV1 to a vertex ofV2, (V1, V2) is called a bi-partition ofGNIC . Also if GNIC

contains every edge joining the vertices ofV1 to the vertices ofV2, thenGNIC is called a
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FIGURE 10. L(GNIC) of (N2O5)

FIGURE 11. Fuzzy Coloring ofL(GNIC) of (N2O5)

neighborly irregular complete bipartite chemical graphKNIC(m,n). Here|V1| = m and
|V2| = n.

Example 4.8.

HereV1 = {v1}. V2 = {v2, v3, v4}, wherem ≥ 1.
Note: Any neighborly irregular chemical graph is not complete, but a bi-partite neigh-

borly irregular chemical graphGBNIC is always complete withK1,m, wherem ≥ 1.
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FIGURE 12. GNIC of (Al(OH)3)

FIGURE 13. Bi-partite ofGNIC of (Al(OH)3)

Proposition 4.9. For some line graph[L(GNIC)], The irregular chromatic numberξir(L(GNIC))
is either 3 or 4 forn ≥ 4. And the chromatic index for the corresponding Neighborly Ir-
regular Fuzzy Chemical GraphL(GNIFC) is

ξL(GNIFC) = (N, W ), whereN = 3 or 4 andW ≤ 3 or < 4.

Proof: Let {v1, v2, . . . , vm} be the number of atoms in the molecular structure of order
‘m’.

And {e1, e2, . . . , en} be the edges ofGNIC

Since the given graph is Neighborly Irregular, the degree of any two adjacent vertices
are distinct.

i.e.,d(vi) 6= d(vi+1) or d(vi−1); i = 1, 2, . . . , m. The number of colors used for edges
of any two adjacent vertices are not equal.

SinceGNIC is not complete graph,
ξ(GNIC) < 0(GNIC)
ξ(GNIC) < 0(GNIC)
i.e.,ξ(GNIC) < m −→ (1)
Now considering its line graphL(GNIC) will surely have cycles.
And anyGNIC will not have isolated vertices.
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Any cycle can be colored with almost 3 or 4 colors if it is not complete.
So, the entire cycles of the graph can be colored with either 3 or 4 colors.
i.e.,ξ((GNIC) =3 or 4
for any Neighborly Irregular Chemical Graph(GNIC),
ξ(GNIC) = ξir(GNIC)
thusχir(GNIC) =3 (or) 4.
Now to the other part of the proof,
simultaneously, we find the membership values of vertices using fuzzy coloring and for

edges using fuzzy edge coloring.
i.e., c̃i = (ci, f(ci)); wheref(ci) = 1− w, w is the unit of colorci, w ≤ 1
andci is the basic color,̃ci is the fuzzy color corresponding to the basic colorci.
And the edge color
c̃i = (ci, fej

(ci)); ci is the basic color,
ej = (v, w) and

fej (ci) = γ(v,w)
σ(v)∧σ(w) .

claim: Chromatic index ofL(GNIC) is,
ξL(GNIFC) = (N, W )

where,N = χirL(GNIC) and

W =
N∑

i=1

{maxj fej (ci).

Since for the line graph of any Neighborly irregular Fuzzy Chemical Graph,
the chromatic index is either 3 or 4.
We at most have 3 or 4 basic colors and for each basic color we get the membership

valuen ≤ 1. And the summation is taken, which results,
ξL(GNIFC) = (N, W ), whereN = 3 or 4 andW ≤ 3 or < 4.
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Example 4.10.

FIGURE 14. Restricted Molecular Structure of Sero Flurane(C4H3F7O)

FIGURE 15. GNIC of (C4H3F7O)

We now find the chromatic index from the below fuzzy graph.

W =
N∑

i=1

max
j

fej (ci)

= 0.82 + 0.97 + 0.77 + 0.83
= 3.39

where the membership values respectively of Blue, Red, Orange, Green is

B = 0.8, 0.63, 0.38, 0.82
R = 0.75, 0.97, 0.75, 0.38
O = 0.77, 0.71, 0.72, 0.67
G = 0.83
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FIGURE 16. Coloring ofL(GNIC)

FIGURE 17. Fuzzy Coloring ofL(GNIC)

Thus the chromatic index of thisGNIFC is
(N, W ) = (4, 3.39) in whichW < 4 whenN = 4.

Proposition 4.11.The chromatic index ofL[GNIFC ] is ξL(GNIC) = (N, N) if L[GNIFC ]
is complete.
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Proof: Let us consider aGNIC graph such thatL[GNIC ] is complete. Now, we con-
struct a Neighborly Irregular Fuzzy Chemical Graph, by assigning fuzzy coloring and fuzzy
edge coloring toL[GNIC ]. The resultant graph isL(GNIC).

Let GCNIFC = (V, σ, γ) be a complete fuzzy graph whereγ(v, w) = σ(v)∧ σ(w) and
γ(v,w)

σ(v)∧σ(w) = 1, the membership value of each basic color is 1. sinceL(GNIC) is complete
with n atomsW = N . Thus, we get Chromatic indexξL(GNIFC) = (N, N).

5. CHROMATIC INDEX FUZZY L INE GRAPH OFCOMPLETE BI-PARTITE NEIGHBORLY

IRREGULAR CHEMICAL GRAPH (GCBNIC)

Proposition 5.1. Let LF (GNIC) be a fuzzy line graph of complete bi-partite Neighborly
Irregular chemical graph(GCBNIC) of ordern, thenξ(L(K1,m)) < m, for everym ≥ 3.

Proof: Let {v1, v2, . . . , vn} be the atoms of complete bi-partite NIC graph asK1,m,
with the edge set{e1, e2, . . . , em}. This covalent bonds are considered as vertices of line
graph of complete bi-partiteK1,m.

If m = 3, thenχir(L(K1,3)) = 3.
If m = 4, thenχir(L(K1,4)) = 4.
If m = 5, thenχir(L(K1,5)) = 5.
Since complete bi-partiteGNIC is K1,m, there is no way to obtain cycle in the graph

and thosem vertices are of degree 1.
The number of colors needed to color the graphL(K1,m) = m = χir(L(K1,m))
therefore,χir(L(K1,m)) = m.
Further, we find fuzzy coloring and fuzzy edge coloring.
Now, L(K1,m) becomesLF (K1,m), since the membership value lies between [0,1].
ξ(L(K1,m)) < m, for everym ≥ 3.
This completes the proof.
Example 5.1. Consider the line graphL(GNIC) of complete bi-partite graphK1,3 of

Aluminum Hydroxide[Al(OH)3]

FIGURE 18. L(K1,3) = 3 for (Al(OH)3)

For above proposition, we can also consider the molecular structure ofP (Br)5 and
C(Cl)4.
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FIGURE 19. Phosphorous Pentabromite(P (Br5))K1,5

FIGURE 20. Carbon tetra Chloride(C(Cl)4)K1,4

Remark 5.2. 1. Line graph of everyK1,m is always a complete graph.
2. Chromatic index of a fuzzy graph or fuzzy chemical graph is always less then the chro-
matic number of the same graph.

Proposition 5.3. For any neighborly irregular chemical graphGNIC , bothL(GNIC) and
L(G̃NIC) ξirL[GNIC ] = ξirL[G̃NIC ] and also for the line graph ofGNIFC andG̃NIFC

the chromatic index isξL[GNIFC ] < ξL(G̃NIFC).

Proof: Let GNIC be a Neighborly Irregular Chemical Graph and the Irregular Chro-
matic number ofGNIC be ξir(GNIC) = r. Now, the Irregular Chromatic number for
L(GNIC) is ξir(GNIC) = m.

Let G̃NIC be the complement graph ofGNIC such that Irregular Chormatic number for
L(G̃NIFC) = n. ξirL(G̃NIFC) = n.
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Claim: m = n, (if m,n are positive integers)To Prove: (i) m ≤ n
(ii) m ≥ n.

(i) SinceξirL[GNIC ] = m, the number of vertices ofL[GNIC ] ≤the number of vertices
of L(G̃NIC)

the number of Colors needed forL[GNIC ] ≤the number of Colors ofL(G̃NIC)
ξirL[GNIC ] ≤ ξirL(G̃NIC)
m ≤ n −→ (1)

(ii) deg[
∑

i G̃NIC ] ≥ deg[
∑

j GNIC ]

However as number of vertices increases inL(G̃NIC), so the number of edges.
Thus, the number of Colors needed forL(G̃NIC) ≤ number of Colors needed for

L[GNIC ]
i.e.,ξirL(G̃NIC) ≤ ξirL[GNIC ].
n ≤ m −→ (2)
From (1) & (2), we getm = n.
For the second part of the proof, we need to give the membership values for the vertices

and edges using fuzzy coloring and fuzzy edge coloring respectively.
From (1), it is clear that ◦(G̃NIFC) ≥ ◦(GNIFC)

◦[L(G̃NIFC) ≥ ◦[L(GNIC)]
Since for aGNIFC ,
bothL[GNIFC ] & L(G̃NIFC) will not get an isolated vertex.
Number of edges ofL(G̃NIFC) ≥ Number of edges ofL[GNIFC ]
∴ ξL[GNIFC ] ≤ ξL(G̃NIFC).
The proof is completed.
Note: For aGNIC , there is no isolated vertex in itsL[GNIC ] andL(G̃NIC).
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Example 5.4. We consider theGNIC of Arsenic Trioxide(As4O6)

FIGURE 21. GNIC of (As4O6)

FIGURE 22. L[GNIC ] of (As4O6)
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FIGURE 23. L[GNIFC ] of (As4O6)

HereC : E → {1, 2, 3, 4} andχirL[GNIC ] = 4.
Now to find the Chromatic index ofL[GNIFC ],

W =
N∑

i=1

max
j

fej (ci)

= 0.6 + 0.6 + 0.6 + 0.4
= 2.2

Thus the chromatic index of(As4O6) is
∴ ξL[GNIFC ] = (N, W ) = (4, 2.2). ClearlyW < 4.
Similarly, we can also find the chromatic indexξL(G̃NIFC) of (As4O6). ∴ ξL[GNIFC ] <

ξL(G̃NIFC).
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FIGURE 24. L[G̃NIC ] of AS4O6

Observation: The color codes forL[GNIC ] of (As4O6).

Edges Color Codes
C(e1) 10210
C(e2) 22010
C(e3) 22010
C(e4) 32100
C(e5) 10201
C(e6) 31200
C(e7) 21011
C(e8) 10210
C(e9) 22010
C(e10) 10120
C(e11) 31101
C(e12) 41110
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Number of atoms ofGNIC χir(GNIC) ξL[GNIFC ] Molecules Name
4 3 < 3 Arsenic chloride(AsCl3)
5 3 < 3 Bentaborane(B5H9)
6 4 < 4 Di sulfur Tetrafluride(F4S2)
7 3 < 3 Dinitrogen pentaxide(N2O5)
8 4 < 4 Diborane(B2H6)
9 4 < 4 Seroflurane(C4H3F7O)
10 4 < 4 Arsenic Trioxide(As4O6)
11 3 < 3 Berillium borohydride(Be(BH4)2)

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we find the chromatic index for the neighborly irregular fuzzy chemical
graphsξ(GNIFC) and also for its line graphsξL(GNIFC) by using fuzzy coloring and
fuzzy edge coloring. Then we find the strength of those graphs. Further we can find the
chromatic index for the complete bi-partite Neighborly irregular fuzzy chemical graphs.
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